Pasha & Poop’s Cat Quiz

Instructions:

Pasha and Poop want to know if you would be the type of cat to join them on their mischievous adventures! Click the link below to see what type of personality you would have as a cat.

https://www.riddle.com/showcase/300532/personality-test

My Cat Personality: ______________
Draw Yourself as a Cat

Instructions:
Now that you know your cat personality, it’s time to draw what you think you would look like as a cat. Make sure to include any fun toys, accessories, and colors to make you the coolest cat on the block!
Cat for a Day Mad Libs Part 1:
First pick some words, the more silly they are the more fun your Mad Lib will be.

1. Adjective ______________________________
2. Verb _________________________________
3. Body Part (Plural) ______________________
4. Number _______________________________
5. Color _________________________________
6. Adjective ______________________________
7. Person in the Room _____________________
8. Adjective ______________________________
9. Place _________________________________
10. Adjective ______________________________
11. Food _________________________________
12. Adjective ______________________________
13. Silly Word ____________________________
14. Animal _______________________________
15. Person in the Room _____________________
16. Person in the Room (same as #15) ______
17. Silly Word (same as #13) ________________
18. Famous person _________________________
19. Adjective ______________________________
20. Adverb _______________________________
21. Household Item _________________________
22. Adjective ______________________________
23. Silly Word (same as #13) ________________
Take your list from Part 1 and fill in the blanks below with the words corresponding to the numbers.

Imagine getting to be a cat for one whole 1.) __________ DAY! The first thing you do is wake up, 2.) __________, and start your purr-fect day! Having four 3.) __________ and a tail is quite the change, and it takes 4.) __________ minutes to get used to being in your own 5.) __________ fur. The first thing you notice are your 6.) __________ whiskers. You name yourself 7.) __________, the coolest and most 8.) __________ cat in 9.) __________ and the world!

Once you are somewhat settled, it’s time for a 10.) __________ meal! You smell your favorite food, 11.) __________, but realize it’s for your human and you are stuck with bland, 12.) __________ cat food. Gross! Instead of “Meow!” you choose to only say one phrase as a cat, 13.) “__________!”

Toward the end of the day, you find your best friend, the neighborhood 14.) __________ named 15.) __________. You and 16.) __________ stroll the sidewalks and say 17.) “__________” to anyone walking by. But once you see 18.) __________ staring at you with a 19.) __________ look, you know you have to run and get home! You 20.) __________ jump onto your windowsill and sneak past the dangerous 21.) __________ to finally lie down and have a 22.) __________ sleep. 23.) “__________”! you say one last time before bed.
WORD SEARCH
How many words can you find? Can you find all twelve words hidden in the big block of letters below? Find and circle as many of these words as you can.

Morsel  Alibi  Undaunted  Obedience
Cattiness  Cul-de-sac  Snobby  Cunning
Shelter  Misfit  Superstore  Mausoleum
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Matching Definition

Instructions:
There were some fun words throughout SCAREDY CAT. See if you can match the words with the correct definitions! Assign the correct number to the definition of the word it matches.

1. Morsel
2. Cattiness
3. Shelter
4. Alibi
5. Cul-de-sac
6. Undaunted
7. Snobby
8. Mausoleum
9. Obedience
10. Superstore

#_____ A place giving temporary protection from bad weather or danger.
#_____ A claim or piece of evidence that one was elsewhere when an act, typically a criminal one, is alleged to have taken place.
#_____ A small piece or amount of food.
#_____ A building, especially a large and stately one, housing a tomb or tombs.
#_____ A street or passage closed at one end.
#_____ Not intimidated or discouraged by difficulty, danger, or disappointment.
#_____ A retail store, as a grocery store or bookstore, with more than the average amount of space and variety of stock.
#_____ Compliance with an order, request, or law or submission to another's authority.
#_____ Sly maliciousness; spite
#_____ Condescending, patronizing, or socially exclusive; snobbish.
Fill in the Sentence

Instructions:
Now that you have the definitions, see if you can fill in the sentences below, from SCAREDY CAT, with the correct word. Do you need a hint? You can reread the page listed next to each word.

1. “Dainty ___________ of fish or chicken”
2. “So Scaredy Cat explained. ‘You have been departing from usual and accepted standards of ___________.”
3. “That’s how it starts. Next thing you know, BOOM! They’re stuffing you in cat carriers for the long ride back to the nearest animal ___________.”
4. “Anyway, if you were playing golf, no way could you have torn up the house like that. You guys have an ___________.”
5. “We’re going to end Scaredy Cat’s reign of terror in this ___________.”
6. “Even though we knew Scaredy Cat was attempting to turn all the cats on Strawberry Lane against us, the next morning Poop and I awoke feeling ___________!”
7. “Aren’t you shopping in the wrong aisle?” sniffed a very ___________ cat cradled in her owner’s arms.
8. “This is a pet ___________ in a strip mall!”
9. “I suppose that’s what one becomes if they allow a Scaredy Cat to terrorize them into blind ___________.”
10. “They say it was for her favorite cat. When he passed, she even built him a very impressive tomb. A dad-burned ___________!”

Alibi (p.143) Obedience (p.174)
Cattiness (p.111) Shelter (p.134)
Cul-de-sac (p.148) Snobby (p.162)
Mausoleum (p.191) Superstore (p.162)
Morsel (p.110) Undaunted (p.157)
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Answer Key:

#___3___ A place giving temporary protection from bad weather or danger.

#___4___ A claim or piece of evidence that one was elsewhere when an act, typically a criminal one, is alleged to have taken place.

#___1___ A small piece or amount of food.

#___8___ A building, especially a large and stately one, housing a tomb or tombs.

#___5___ A street or passage closed at one end.

#___6___ Not intimidated or discouraged by difficulty, danger, or disappointment.

#___10___ A retail store, as a grocery store or bookstore, with more than the average amount of space and variety of stock.

#___9___ Compliance with an order, request, or law or submission to another’s authority.

#___2___ Sly maliciousness; spite

#___7___ Condescending, patronizing, or socially exclusive; snobbish.

Word Search

Answer Key:
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Fill in the Sentence

Answer Key:

1. “Dainty __morsel__ of fish or chicken”

2. “So Scaredy Cat explained. ‘You have been departing from usual and accepted standards of __cattiness__.’”

3. “That’s how it starts. Next thing you know, BOOM! They’re stuffing you in cat carriers for the long ride back to the nearest animal __shelter__.”

4. “Anyway, if you were playing golf, no way could you have torn up the house like that.

   You guys have an __alibi__."

5. “We’re going to end Scaredy Cat’s reign of terror in this __cul-de-sac__.”

6. “Even though we knew Scaredy Cat was attempting to turn all the cats on Strawberry Lane against us, the next morning Poop and I awoke feeling __undaunted__!”

7. “Aren’t you shopping in the wrong aisle?” sniffed a very __snobby__ cat cradled in her owner’s arms.

8. “This is a pet __superstore__ in a strip mall!”

9. “I suppose that’s what one becomes if they allow a Scaredy Cat to terrorize them into blind __obedience__.”

10. “They say it was for her favorite cat. When he passed, she even built him a very impressive tomb. A dad-burned __mausoleum__!”